
Can vs Could

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He ________ hardly have been more surprised or pleased, if our visitor
had worn wings.
1. could

Nothing ________ have been more praiseworthy than their candour.2. could

Well, I'll do all I ________ to help you, of course.3. can

All I ________ do is to see that the thing is properly done.4. can

If she ________ not or would not love him, as was her duty and his
right-she should not play him tricks with anyone else!
5. could

He thought that he ________ probably give us some information which
would prove interesting.
6. could

The interest was elsewhere, and there of course all he ________ do was to
look at the surface.
7. could

All he ________ do was to sit down and think again.8. could

If you ask me, all I ________ say is, that I haven't an opinion.9. can

I felt that I ________ come down exactly where I wanted.10. could

At that moment, however, I felt as if I ________ have met a million men.11. could

And then he found that he ________ not work, after all.12. could

At first he ________ not realize what had happened.13. could

He was ill and ________ not work regularly.14. could

Try as he might, he ________ not regain his self-control.15. could

I knew that I ________ not remove it from the house, either by day or by
night, without the risk of being observed by the neighbours.
16. could

Nothing ________ have been more difficult than the topic at that juncture.17. could
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All I ________ say is that she is very wonderful.18. can

He always said that he ________ see the whole performance in her
singing.
19. could

Malone felt as if he ________n't stand it.20. could
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